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WE ARE 815 STUDIOS

THE CREATIVE FACTORY

TELL US YOUR STORY

LIGHTS, CAMERA AND ACTION

ON THE CUTTING ROOM FLOOR

BIRDS FLYING HIGH

A MOMENT IN TIME

MOVE THROUGH TIME

ICING ON THE CAKE
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815 Studios is an independent film & video production company
that offers a fully fledged service in pre-production, production and
post-production to commercial brands, corporate businesses, event
promoters, music artists and PR/marketing agencies across the globe.
Since their inception in 2012, 815 Studios have successfully produced
over 500 projects across the commercial, event and corporate
markets. 815 are known for their high quality delivery and unparalleled
service, prioritising product satisfaction to each and every client.
The 815 team is filled with creative, passionate and technically talented
individuals; keeping productivity at the forefront, which is clearly
evident in every project they produce.
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“In my opinion,
the best in the
industry and
very flexible to
work with”
Girish Bhat
Managing Director
Done Events

FACILITIES
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815 Studios is situated in the heart of Dubai, United Arab Emirates - the world’s hub for
air travel and the home to the World’s Tallest Building, Burj Khalifa. For over 8 years, 815
have built from the ground up to establish themselves as a leading creative production
house - solidifying this by locating our headquarters in such a prestigious location.
Burlington Tower is positioned among ultramodern architecture and skyscrapers in
Business Bay; an inspiring location for any company. 815’s headquarters is located on
the 26th floor, office 2603 within this tower, providing us with the tools and facilities
required to plan and deliver unrivalled, compelling content.
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“Highly skilled,

creative individuals

who have a
fantastic eye
for design more
than anything”
Mathew Johnson
Executive Director of Marketing
Arabian Radio Network

PRE-PRODUCTION
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Powerful and evoking messages, enlightening stories and visually engulfing ideas are the
backbone of our work. Pre-Production is the fundamental stage in the filmmaking
process to ensure your project is creatively tailored and logistically solidified. 815’s
pre-production professionals will plan and prepare every aspect of your film.
We will conceptualise ideas that reflect and convey your brand values; ensuring
consistency within the theming & personality that you share with your target audience.
Amongst this process, 815 produce creative treatments, detailed scripts, concise
storyboards, in-depth shot lists and implement skilled talent to bring your project to life.
We are also certified with the Dubai Film & TV Commission to directly manage location
permits for all filming purposes. 815 takes care of all these elements and much more as
we move into production...

Our services in pre-production include:
• Writing treatments and scripts
• Shot lists & storyboarding
• Production budgeting
• Location scouting/permits
• Auditioning & casting talent
• Production scheduling
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“One of
the best
in the
world.”
John Oakes
Chief Executive Officer
Freeze Management

PRODUCTION
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It’s time to roll camera, sound and.... ACTION as we take your project from script to
screen. 815’s highly skilled creative team ensure that every shot is well calculated and exquisitely executed. From directing and navigating the action to setting the mood & tone
with our superb lighting team, our productions are both professionally managed and
maintained to an impeccable level. 815 Studios are held in the highest regard for their
eye to detail, delivering a unique style and quality to each and every project we have the
pleasure of producing.
We have a wide range of professional equipment; ranging from the latest cinema
cameras, lighting, sound gear, camera stabilisers and multiple drones to capture
spectacular aerial footage. No matter how large or small your production, 815
Studios have all the necessary means to capture a scene to its full potential.
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“We have never
experienced such
expertise and
dedication”
Jo Davison
Senior Production Manager
Boost International

POST-PRODUCTION
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The final phase takes place inside our state-of-the-art editing suite; as we manipulate and
begin to piece together the final product. 815’s highly skilled post-production team
flourish with any material they are provided with. Within this timeframe, 815 Studios
tailor the edit to ensure a stylistic, structured project is delivered. The colour grade will
coincide with the themes and tones portrayed within the project, maintaining the initial
brief and consistancy across the process.
Our capabilities in post-production are endless. We have access to both composing
unique soundtracks and also, a royality-free music library containing more than 10,000
tracks for your selection. The 815 team are experts in producing 5.1 surround sound
design. This results in an end product that’s well crafted and implements cinematic
attributes.

Our services in post-production include:
• Film editing
• Soundtrack production
• Colour grade
• Motion graphics
• Visual effects
• ADR & sound effects
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“A strong team of
highly talented,
creative and
proactive
individuals”
James Craven
President
Live Nation Middle East

DRONE
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With our expansive capabilities in content capture and unparalleled techniques
performed in flight by our pilots, 815 can take a simple drone request from a client,
complete the full governmental procedure involved and deliver excellent aerial content
within a heartbeat. The pairing between both the format and technology significantly
raises the production value of your content creation, enabling us to capture all the action
from a variety of unique, diverse angles from the skies.
815 Studios caters their aerial service for event productions, construction developments,
destinations, landmarks and commercial use. If you are brand or company that is looking
to innovate and create high quality content, this platform will ensure that you engage
with your target audience in an unprecedented fashion.
Our attributes in our drone service include:
• Fully licensed, experienced drone pilots
• Capabilities of capturing both video and photography
•

Obtaining permits from required government entities
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“Their level of
commitment,
professionalism
and flexibilty sets
them apart”
Nick Watson
Director of Events
DAMAC Properties

PHOTOGRAPHY
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One image to tell the full narrative. That’s what we deliver upon, time and time again.
Throughout the years, world-renowned brands and corporations have entrusted
815 Studios with the task of capturing countless key, historical moments. Our
highly-skilled, professional photographers have delivered upon each and every request
that has been set before them, with a sharp, creative approach at the forefront. We
produce imagery for a vast range of projects, that includes large-scale concerts, sporting
events, product launches, construction operations and exterior/interior showcases.
Our photography service extends its capabilities further than the norm. In conjunction
with 815’s drone service, we are able to offer large-format images from extraordinary
heights and capture aerial vantage points for both print and social purposes.
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“Driven by
passion and
creativity”
Aiham Zidan
Senior Manager - PR and Events
Global Village

TIME-LAPSES
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Want a powerful way to convey your story in a matter of moments? Then look no further
than time-lapse production service. This stylistic process allows us to manipulate time
itself; condensing both long-term and short-term into a matter of moments. This is an
exceptional way to showcase significant changes over time, and presenting this in a
series of unique vantage points. For subjects such as live event spaces, construction
development, staging builds and day-to-night landmark promos.
Hyper-lapse photography, a subsidiary to time-lapse capture, is another compelling
approach. This process allows the camera to create an illusion to ‘move through time’.
An intriguing form of content capture that will undoubtably engage your audience. Our
tremendously talented photographers have the utmost experience in capturing all types
of time-lapse content, securing an immersive visual sequence whenever they are called
into action.
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“Reliable,
agile,
creative,
honest”
Andre Van Niekerk
Media & Communications Manager
Nespresso

GRAPHICS & FX
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With our trained graphics and FX team, 815 Studios can bring your videos to life! We
offer a wide array of possibilities animating motion graphics, infographics, title
sequences and much more. Incorporating these elements to your projects not only adds
striking visuals but will ultimately increase viewer engagement!
815 are equipped with the latest technology in-house to deliver powerful motion
graphic imagery which we are able to craft and design for your desired project. We are
here to help you push the boundaries of your project by adding a fresh digital layer to
support your message and final output catered to your brand.
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